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Lower for soybeans, soybean meal, soybean oil, Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with 
rough rice, corn and oats. In other words, the entire grain complex! The wheat complex continues to look 
weak overall making its lowest low and close since March for Minneapolis and KC while February for 
Chicago. Talking to one of my clients in southern Illinois, he told me that there is a vomitoxin problem for 
the soft red wheat. Anything above 3% has to go into feed and the wheat is coming in around 11%. To 
compound the problem the wheat is too high against the corn to even be sold as feed. Of course this 
means wheat prices will need to fall or corn prices to rise. I don't know how much a problem vomitoxin is 
in other parts of the country but would appreciate calls or emails to let me know. Also, the old crop 
Minneapolis/ KC spreads still look weak but the new crop are still closing in on a breakout to the upside. 
I would first need to see a close over   -15.0 basis the December contracts before I consider a possible 
buy signal. Then I would then probably begin buying retracements. CALL FOR DETAILS! Oats (Dec.) 
settled one cent lower still in a strong looking support area from 335 down to the 324 area. The new crop 
oats has a much different formation that the old crop. Both have been trending lower but the new crop is 
in a possible bottoming formation needing to settle above 350 at this time. Rice (Sept.) continues to look 
very bearish overall, now making a new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE. Its nearest resistance is above 
1380 and then little else until the 1425 area. New crop corn continues to look very weak while remaining 
in a good support area. KEEP IN MIND THAT AS LONG AS THE DECEMBER CONTRACT STAYS 
ABOVE 400, WE SHOULD CONTINUE TO SEE CHOPPY ACTION. DON'T BY RALLIES OR SELL 
BREAKS AT THIS TIME. Don't forget around 75% of corn goes into feed down from 85% before ethanol 
was thrust upon us and the cattle herds are at 50-60 year lows not to mention what the hog virus did to 
the hog population. Good resistance also starts around 480 also. ALSO, IN MY OPINION, NEW CROP 
BEANS NEED TO REMAIN ABOVE 1200 AND MEAL 340. Both have been looking toppy but are in their 
respective support areas and trading at roughly the same prices since last April at this time. The  meal/oil 
spreads in the Dec. contract also look toppy and I consider that an important indicator since the meal has 
led the way up. I know supplies have been tight in the United States but haven't wavered from my feelings 
that they will eventually follow wheat and corn down. New crop oil, if I may call it that, is still trending lower 
overall, but has broken out to the upside and is above a support area that goes down to around 4000. 
However, don't forget much of this has to do with meal/oil spreading in favor of the oil. SELL SIGNALS 
FOR MINEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH OATS, CORN, ROUGH 
RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, 
quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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